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Aftershock sequences and seismic-like
organization of acoustic events produced by a
single propagating crack
Jonathan Barés1,2, Alizée Dubois1, Lamine Hattali1,3, Davy Dalmas4 & Daniel Bonamy 1

Brittle fractures of inhomogeneous materials like rocks, concrete, or ceramics are of two

types: Nominally brittle and driven by the propagation of a single dominant crack or quasi-

brittle and resulting from the accumulation of many microcracks. The latter goes along with

acoustic noise, whose analysis has revealed that events form aftershock sequences obeying

characteristic laws reminiscent of those in seismology. Yet, their origin lacks explanation.

Here we show that such a statistical organization is not only specific to the multi-cracking

situations of quasi-brittle failure and seismology, but also rules the acoustic events produced

by a propagating crack. This simpler situation has permitted us to relate these laws to the

overall scale-free distribution of inter-event time and energy and to uncover their selection by

the crack speed. These results provide a comprehensive picture of how acoustic events are

organized upon material failure in the most fundamental of fracture states: single propagating

cracks.
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Stress enhancement at defects makes the damage behavior
observed at the continuum-level scale extremely dependent
on material microstructure down to very-small scales. This

results in large statistical fluctuations in the fracturing behavior at
the macroscopic scale, which are difficult to control in practice.
For homogeneous brittle solids under tension, the difficulty is
tackled by reducing the problem down to that of the destabili-
zation and further growth of a single pre-existing crack1. Linear
elastic fracture mechanics then provides the relevant theoretical
framework to describe crack propagation in homogeneous
materials1, and the use of some concepts coming from out-of-
equilibrium physics permits a global self-consistent approach of
crack propagation in the presence of weak heterogeneities2. The
problem becomes a priori different in heterogeneous materials for
loading conditions stabilizing crack propagation (such as com-
pression). In these situations of so-called quasi-brittle failure, the
material starts accumulating diffuse damage through barely per-
ceptible microfracturing events; then it collapses abruptly when a
macroscopic crack percolates throughout the microcrack cloud3.
Quasi-brittle failure can also be promoted in specimens upon
tension by a higher degree of heterogeneity in the material4, lower
strain rate5, and more active chemical environments6.

Today’s most widely used technique to probe damage evolution
in quasi-brittle fracture consists in monitoring acoustic emission.
This provides a sensitive non-intrusive method to detect micro-
fracturing events and localize them in both time (μs resolution)
and space (coarser resolution). A geophysical-scale analogy is
seismicity analysis in the mitigation of earthquake hazard. In both
cases, acoustic events (AE) display similar scale-free dynamics
organized into mainshock (MS)–aftershock (AS) sequences
characterized by a range of empirical scaling laws: First stated by
Omori in 18947, and refined later by Utsu8, the AS frequency
decays algebraically with time from MS. Next, the
Gutenberg–Richter law asserted in 19449 that the event frequency
decays as a power-law with energy (or equivalently the frequency
decays exponentially with the event magnitude). In 1965, the Båth’s
law10 affirmed that the difference in magnitude between a MS and
its largest AS is constant, independent of the MS magnitude; the so-
called AS productivity law11,12 states that the number of produced
AS increases as a power-law with the energy of the triggering MS.
Most recently Bak et al. (2002)13 showed that, once rescaled by the
activity rate, the distribution of inter-event times obeys a unified
scaling law. These laws are central in the implementation of
probabilistic forecasting models for seismic hazard14.

These laws have proven of general validity, in natural13,15 and
induced16,17 seismicity at the geophysical scale, and in quasi-brittle
fracture experiments at the lab scale, either upon compression18–20

or caused by the release of a gas21. Yet, they remain empirical. They
are usually seen as emergent properties for the collective dynamics
of microcrack nucleation, structured by the long-range stress
redistribution following each microfracturing event22,23. Still, the
dynamics of a single peeling front propagating along a two-
dimensional heterogeneous interface is governed by local and
irregular jumps24,25, the size, occurrence time, and occurrence
location of which share statistical similarities with that of earth-
quakes26. What if the time organization of events find its origin in
the simpler and more tractable problem of a unique nominally
brittle crack propagating in an heterogeneous solid?

Here, we analyze the time–energy organization of AE that
accompanies the slow stable propagation of a single brittle crack
throughout an artificial rock made of sintered monodisperse
polystyrene beads (Methods). In the homogeneous parent poly-
mer specimen, such a crack propagates continuously and reg-
ularly and no AE occur. On the other hand, increasing the
microstructure scale (the diameter, d, of the sintered beads)
unveils irregular burst-like dynamics and numerous AE

accompanying the crack front’s movement. As in the multi-
cracking situations of quasi-brittle fracture, the events form MS-AS
sequences obeying the fundamental scaling laws of statistical seis-
mology: the Omori–Utsu law, the productivity law and Båth’s law.
Nonetheless, in this situation of single crack propagation, the above
seismic laws are demonstrated to emerge directly from the scale-free
statistics of energy (for the productivity law and Båth’s law) and
from that of inter-event time (for the Omori–Utsu law) according
to relations that have been unraveled, without further information
on time–energy correlations (or spatio-temporal correlations).

Results
Selection of the activity rate. Figure 1a shows a typical time
series of the AE observed for d= 583 μm and a mean crack speed
�v ¼ 2:7 μms�1. Note the variety of sizes, as evidenced by using
the logarithmic scale. Eight transducers spatially localize the AE
sources inside the specimen (Fig. 1b and Supplementary
Movie 1). Within the localization resolution (~5 mm), the sources
gather along the moving crack front (Fig. 1b, c, Supplementary
Movie 1) as expected for nominally brittle fracture. This nom-
inally brittle characteristics has also been demonstrated in earlier
work from the proportionality between the elastic power released
at each time step and the instantaneous crack speed27. In the
present experiments, AE result from the local jumps of the front
as it suddenly depins from heterogeneities, and not from the
collective nucleation of microcracks spreading throughout the
solid as in quasi-brittle failure situations.

The cumulative number of produced AE increases continuously
and linearly with crack length. Moreover, the proportionality
constant, C, is independent of mean crack speed, �v, over the region
swept by the crack (Fig. 1d). This indicates that the mean number
of AE produced as the crack propagates over a unit length is given
by the number of heterogeneities met over this period: C ≈H/d2,
where H is the specimen thickness. The measured values, C= 53
± 3 AE mm−1 for d= 583 μm and H= 15mm, and C= 270
AE mm−1 for d= 223 μm and H= 15mm, are in agreement with
the values C ≈ 44 heterogeneities mm−1 and C ≈ 300 heterogene-
ities mm−1 expected from the preceding relation. As a result, the
activity rate R (defined as the mean number of AE produced per
unit time) is given by R � �vH=d2, where �v is the mean crack speed
(Supplementary Figs 1 and 2).

The Gutenberg–Richter law and self-similarity. We now turn to
the global statistical characterization of the AE time series. In all
the experiments, the probability density function, P(E), decays as
a power-law over nearly five decades up to an upper corner
energy (Fig. 2a). It is well-fitted by:

PðEÞ / E�βexpð�E=E0Þ; ð1Þ

with E ≥ Emin. The lower cutoff, Emin= 10−4, is the same in all
our experiments. It is set by the sensitivity of the acquisition
system. Conversely, the exponent β and the upper corner energy
E0 depend on both crack speed (slightly) and material micro-
structure (more importantly). We will return at the end of this
section to the analysis of these dependencies. Equation 1 is
reminiscent of the Gutenberg–Richter law. Note, however, that
the energy distributions observed in seismology often take the
form of a pure power-law. Then, earthquake sizes are more
commonly quantified by their magnitude, which is linearly rela-
ted to the logarithm of the energy28: log10E= 1.5M+ 11.8. The
energy distribution takes the classical Gutenberg–Richter
frequency–magnitude relation: log10N(M)= a− bM, where N(M)
is the number of earthquakes per year with magnitude larger than
M and a and b are constants. The b-value relates to the exponent
β involved in Eq. 1 via: β= b/1.5+ 1.
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Beyond the Gutenberg–Richter law, it has been demon-
strated13,15 that the recurrence times, Δt, of earthquakes with
energies above a threshold value bound Eth obey a unique
universal distribution once time is rescaled with the rate of
seismic activity over the considered energy range, R(Eth). Such a
self-similar distribution is also observed in lab scale quasi-brittle
fracture experiments19–21. The form of the rescaled distribution, f,
depends on how the activity rate evolves with time21: For
statistically stationary R(t), f(x) follows a gamma distribution15,21

while, in the presence of a trend (that is a slowly varying
component in the time series), f(x) exhibits different power-law
regimes19,20. Figure 2b shows P(Δt) for different Eth in a typical
experiment and Fig. 2c shows the distribution after rescaling. The
collapse and implied self-similarity are fulfilled. The scaled
recurrence times obeys a gamma distribution:

PðΔtjEthÞ ¼ RðEthÞf u ¼ ΔtRðEthÞð Þ; ð2Þ

with f(u)∝ u−γexp(−u/B) for u > b. This underpins a stationary
statistics for the AE series. This distribution involves three

parameters, which are interrelated (Supplementary Note 1 and
Supplementary Eq. 6): The exponent γ and the two rescaled time
scales b and B.

Aftershock sequences and seismic laws. The next step is to
identify the AS sequences and to characterize their
time–energy organization. In seismology, there exists powerful
declustering methods to separate earthquakes into independent
(background or MS) and dependent (offspring or AF) earth-
quakes29. Most of these methods are based on the spatio-
temporal proximity of the events. Here, we adopted a proce-
dure19–21 used in compressive fracture experiments, where
spatial information is not available and considered as MS all
AE with energies in a predefined interval. The AS sequence
following each of these MS is then defined as all subsequent
AE, until an event of energy equal or larger than that of the MS
is encountered.

Figure 3a shows the mean number of AS, NAS, triggered by a
MS of energy EMS, in a typical fracture experiment. The
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productivity law is fulfilled, and NAS goes as a power-law with
EMS as long as EMS is not too large (below a crossover energy
value Ec). The curve remains unchanged after having permuted
randomly the energy between the events (that is having attributed
to each event i the energy Ej of another event j chosen randomly),
and having arbitrary set the time step to unity (that is having
arbitrary set the time occurrence of the event i to ti= i+ 1). This
indicates that the productivity law, here, simply emerges from the
Gutenberg–Richter distribution of the AE energy, without any
further information on their time organization. Calling FðEÞ ¼R E
Emin

PðuÞdu the cumulative distribution of energy, we then expect
(Supplementary Note 2):

NASðEMSÞ ¼ FðEMSÞ=ð1� FðEMSÞÞ; ð3Þ

which compares very well with the experimental curve (Fig. 3a).
When β is larger than unity and the exponential cutoff in Eq. 1
can be neglected, this expression takes a simple scaling form
(Supplementary Note 2): NAS(EMS) ≈ (EMS/Emin)α with α= β− 1.
Note that the measured curve NAS versus EMS a priori depends on
the declustering method, that is on the algorithm used to
decompose the catalog into AS sequences. It was checked that
applying a different procedure does not affect significantly the
form of this curve (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Båth’s law states that the relative difference ΔM in magnitude (
M ¼ log10E) between the MS and its largest AS is constant,

independent of the MS energy. Figure 3b demonstrates this law is
actually true here, as long as EMS is smaller than the crossover value
Ec defined from the productivity law. Above Ec, ΔM decays
exponentially with EMS. As for the productivity law, permuting
randomly the events and setting arbitrary the time step to unity do
not modify the curve. This implies that Båth’s law finds its origin in
the distribution of individual AE energy, without requiring further
information on their overall sequencing. This picture is different
from that provided in epidemic-type aftershock sequence (ETAS)
models14,30, where the series are built using a stochastic branching
process and the Båth's law emerges from the correlations induced
by the branching31,32. Here, extreme event theory permits to
compute the statistics of the largest AS energy from the sequence
triggered by a MS of prescribed energy, to compute its mean value,
and finally to compute ΔM and its variations with EMS

(Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Eq. 10). The predicted
curve compares quite well with the experimental curve (Fig. 3b). As
for productivity law, ΔM(EMS/Emin|β) takes a simpler form when
the energy distribution is a simple power law P(E)∝ E−β

(Supplementary Note 3, Supplementary Eq. 12 and Supplementary
Fig. 4).

We finally address the Omori–Utsu law, which states that
the number of AS per unit time, RAS, decays algebraically with
the elapsed time since the MS occurrence, tMS: RAS(t)= R0/(1
+ (t− tMS)/τ)p, where R0 and τ are characteristic rates and
times, and p defines the Omori exponent. In our experiments,
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RAS(t|EMS) is computed by binning the AS events over t− tMS,
and subsequently averaging the so-obtained curves over all MS
with energy falling into the prescribed interval. Figure 3c shows
the so-obtained curves. The algebraic decay predicted by
Omori is fulfilled, over almost five decades. The Omori–Utsu
exponent p is independent of EMS. Conversely, the prefactor
increases with EMS.

As NAS ¼
R1
tMS
RASðtjEMSÞdt, making the Omori–Utsu law

consistent with the productivity law yields either R0 or τ to be
proportional to NAS(EMS). The former scaling proves to be wrong
while the second yields a perfect collapse of the curves (Fig. 3d).
The collapse also reveals an exponential cutoff in the Omori–Utsu
law, which is finally written as:

RASðtjEMSÞ ¼ R0

1þ t�tMS
τminNASðEMSÞ

� �p exp � t � tMS

τ0NASðEMSÞ
� �

ð4Þ

The four constants, the Omori–Utsu exponent p, the lower and
upper time scales τmin and τ0, and the characteristic activity rate
R0 are interrelated (Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary
Eq. 17).The very same law holds for the foreshock (FS) rate RFS(t|
EMS) versus time to MS, tMS− t (Supplementary Fig. 5). This
symmetry along time reversal is a consequence from the fact that
the AE time series, here, are stationary.

Note finally that permuting randomly the AE energy in the
initial series does not modify the curve in Fig. 3d. Hence, the
Omori–Utsu law and time dependency of RAS(t|EMS) do not
emerge from correlations between time occurrence and
energy, but simply results from the scale-free distribution P(Δt);
the dependency with EMS, for its part, only intervenes in RAS(t|
EMS) through NAS(EMS). As a consequence, the parameters at play
in Eq. 4 relates to those in Eq. 2 (Supplementary Note 5,
Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7, and Supplementary Eq. 18). The
equivalence between the Omori–Utsu law and the scale-free
distribution of P(Δt) observed here differs from what is reported
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in compressive fracture or seismicity (where the Omori–Utsu law
implies the power-law distribution for inter-event times, but the
reciprocal is not true19,33).

Effect of crack speed. The Gutenberg–Richter law, the unified
scaling law for inter-event time, the productivity law, Båth’s law
and the Omori–Utsu law occur in all our experiments, irrespec-
tively of the crack speed �v. Conversely the underlying parameters
vary with �v. As demonstrated above, the productivity law and
Båth’s law are direct consequences of the Gutenberg–Richter
distribution of energies, and the Omori–Utsu law for AS is
equivalent to the power-law distribution of inter-event times. As a
consequence, analyzing the effect of crack speed on the
Gutenberg–Richter law and the Omori–Utsu law is sufficient to
fully characterize its effect on the AE time–energy organization
and the five associated seismic laws.

The lower cutoff for energy, Emin= 10−4, is independent of �v
and is set by the sensitivity of the acquisition system. The
Gutenberg–Richter exponent β logarithmically decreases with �v,
from about 1 to 0.9 as �v goes from 10−6 ms−1 to 10−3 ms−1

(Fig. 4a). This evolution can be due to the overlap of some AE, �v,
and which increases with increasing �v, and which has been
demonstrated34 to lower the value of the effective exponent in
systems containing temporal correlations. This may also be
compared with other observations on quasi-brittle fracture
experiments in rocks, which evidence a decrease of the

Gutenberg–Richter b-value (analog to β) with the loading rate5

or stress intensity factor6. Note finally that, within the errorbars,
the corner energy E0 ’ 40 does not evolve significantly with �v.
The existence of such a corner energy for the Gutenberg–Richter
law might find its origin in the finite size and/or the limited
volume of material. Still, changing the microstructure length-scale
d while keeping the specimen dimensions constant also
significantly affects both E0 and the form of the cutoff function
(Supplementary Fig. 8). The way the acoustic waves attenuate
within the material (which depends on d) might then be a
parameter to consider here.

Concerning the Omori–Utsu law (Eq. 4), increasing �v yields a
significant logarithmic increase of the exponent p, from about 1.1
to 1.6 as �v goes from 10−6 ms−1 to 10−3 ms−1 (Fig. 4b).
Conversely, it does not affect the characteristic time τmin � 0:05 s.
The latter closely resembles to the duration of the largest AE. The
curve saturation observed for t− tMS ≤ τmin is interpreted as the
consequence of missing AS in the catalog right after the MS; their
waveform having been drown in that of the MS. This mechanism
is analog to the problem of short time aftershock incompleteness
(STAI) documented in seismology35,36 and responsible to some
bias in the estimation of τmin (generally referred to as the c-value
in the seismicity context). Finally, the upper corner time scale τ0
significantly decays with �v. This decrease can be predicted
(Supplementary Note 6 and Supplementary Eq. 22), since τ0 is set
by the upper time scale of the inter-event distribution and the
activity rate is set by the crack speed R � �vH=d2. Neglecting the
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slight increase of p with �v, this yields τ0 / 1=�v1=ð2�pÞ, which is
compatible with the observations (Magenta line in Fig. 4c).

The above values correspond to materials with a microstruc-
ture length-scale d= 583 μm. It was checked that changing
(reducing) d does not change the picture: Scale-free statistics for
energy and inter-event time, together with aftershock sequences
obeying the productivity law, Båth’s law and the Omori–Utsu law
remain true regardless of the value of d. Conversely, the value of
the exponents and the form of the cutoff function are material
dependent and significantly evolve with specimen microstructure
(Supplementary Fig. 8).

Discussion
We have characterized here the statistical organization of the AE
produced by a single crack propagating in a brittle heterogeneous
material. The events form MS-AS sequences obeying the funda-
mental scaling laws of statistical seismology: The productivity law
relating the AS number with the MS energy, Båth’s law relating
the magnitude of the largest AS with that of the MS, and the
Omori–Utsu law relating the AS frequency with the time elapsed
since MS. Hence, these laws are not specific to the multicracking
situations of compressive quasi-brittle fracture or seismology, but
extend to the far simpler situation of a single, slowly propagating,
opening crack. In the latter case, they are direct consequences of
the individual scale-free statistics of the energies (for the pro-
ductivity law and Båth’s law) and of inter-event times (for the
Omori–Utsu law), without requiring the presence of additional
time–energy correlations; Supplementary Fig. 9 provides a more
in-depth analysis of these. In this context, it is worth recalling that
the propagation of a peeling front along an heterogeneous
interface has been reported to be governed by irregular depinning
jumps with power-law distributed sizes and inter-event times24,26.
It might be interesting to check whether these jumps also form
MS-AS sequences according to the fundamental seismic laws, and
whether these actually relate to the individual distributions of
energies and waiting times as anticipated here (Supplementary
Eq. 8 for productivity law, Supplementary Eq. 12 and Supple-
mentary Fig. 4 for Båth’s law, Supplementary Eq. 18 for the
Omori–Utsu law). Finally, our finding severely constrains, in this
present situation of a single propagating crack, the design of
probabilistic forecasting models for the occurrence, and energy of
future AE events based on the scaling laws of seismology.

The origins of these laws can be discussed. Over the past years,
the avalanche dynamics or crackling noise37 exhibited by a tensile
crack propagating in an heterogeneous solid has found a for-
mulation in terms of a critical depinning transition of a long-
range elastic manifold in a random potential25,38–40. Within this
approach, the area swept by the crack front during a depinning

event exhibits a scale-free distribution25,41, along with the total
elastic energy released within the sample during the event; in the
nominally brittle fracture experienced here, these two quantities
are proportional and the proportionality constant is equal to the
fracture energy27. As a consequence, both productivity law and
Båth’s law are anticipated. Note, however, that there is no one-to-
one relationship between the depinning events defined above and
the acoustic events analyzed here. In particular, earlier work27 has
permitted, on the same artificial rocks, to measure the exponent β′
characterizing the scale-free distribution of depinning events. It was
found to be significantly higher: β′ ’ 1:4 for �v ¼ 2:7 μms�1. It is
finally worth to mention that depinning models predict that, at
vanishing driving rate, depinning events are randomly triggered in
time, with exponential distribution for the inter-event time42, in
apparent contradiction with the scale-free distribution observed
here on AE waiting times. However, it has been recently shown42

how the application of a finite thresholding divides each true
depinning avalanche into a correlated burst of disconnected sub-
avalanches; the waiting times separating these correspond to the
“hidden” parts below the threshold. A similar mechanism might be
invoked here, where each depinning avalanche leads to a correlated
burst of AE emitted by the successive points of strong acceleration/
deceleration encountered during the avalanche considered.

The uncovering of the relations between the scale-free statistics
of inter-event time and energy and the seismic laws characterizing
the organization of AS sequences has been made possible since, in
the experiments here, the time series are stationary. Surprisingly,
the so-obtained relations are also compatible with observations
reported on compressive fracture experiments: Our findings yield
a relation α= β− 1 between productivity and the
Gutenberg–Richter exponent, which compares very well with
what was observed in ethanol-dampened charcoal21: {β= 1.30,α
= 0.28 ± 0.01}, in slowly compressed wood20: {β= 1.40 ± 0.03,α ≈
0.3}20 and slowly compressed Vycor19: {β= 1.40 ± 0.05,α= 0.33
± 0.07}; Our findings also yield a prediction on how the magni-
tude difference, ΔM, between the largest AS and its triggering MS
depends on β (Supplementary Fig. 4), and in particular that ΔM
(β= 1.3)= 1, which is compatible with what was reported in
ethanol-dampened charcoal21. In other words, the inter-relations
between the seismic laws unraveled here in a single crack pro-
pagation situation and for a stationary time series seem to remain
valid in the much more complex situations of compressional
fracture, involving the collective nucleation of numerous micro-
cracks and non-stationary time series. Conversely, the relation α
= β− 1 is not valid for earthquakes: For instance, analysis of the
seismicity catalog for Southern California has yielded12 β= 1.72
± 0.07 and α ≈ 0.5, which does not fulfill the relation α= β− 1.
Let us recall in this context that, in the Earth, the boundary

Table 1 Synthesis of the samples and experiments analyzed here

Experiment No Microstructure scale d Total AE number Activity rate R Mean crack speed �v

1 583 μm 33481 evt 1.35 × 10−1 evt s−1 2.7 μm s−1

2 583 μm 5704 evt 3.06 × 10−2 evt s−1 0.87 μm s−1

3 583 μm 18228 evt 1.90 evt s−1 33 μm s−1

4 583 μm 6063 evt 6.78 × 10−1 evt s−1 13 μm s−1

5 583 μm 36795 evt 2.10 evt s−1 40 μm s−1

6 583 μm 31149 evt 5.41 evt s−1 100 μm s−1

7 583 μm 9133 evt 22.8 evt s−1 0.96mm s−1

8 233 μm 160145 evt 1.75 evt s−1 —
9 233 μm 65436 evt 62.1 evt s−1 —
10 24 μm 21590 evt 3.5 evt s−1 —
11 24 μm 19442 evt 31.4 evt s−1 —

Figures 1a, b, c, 2, 3 and Supplementary Figs. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 involve experiment No. 1. Figure 1d involves experiments No. 1 and 7. Figure 4 and Supplementary Fig. 1 involve experiments No. 1 to 7.
Supplementary Fig. 8 involves experiments No. 8 to 11
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loading conditions are not forced as in lab experiments but may
themselves be emergent properties from the fracturing system.

Methods
Synthesis of artificial rocks. The artificial rocks were obtained by sintering
polystyrene beads by means of the procedure described in43 and briefly summar-
ized herein. First, a mold filled with monodisperse polystyrene beads (Dynoseeds
from Microbeads SA) of diameter d was heated up to T= 105 °C (90% of the
temperature at glass transition). Second, a slowly linearly increasing compressive
stress was applied while keeping T= 105 °C, up to a prescribed value P. Both P and
T were then kept constant for one hour to achieve the sintering. Third, the system
was unloaded and the sample was taken out of the mold, while keeping T= 105 °C
to avoid thermal shocks. Fourth, the sample was cooled down to ambient tem-
perature at a rate slow enough to avoid residual stress. This procedure provides
artificial rocks with homogeneous microstructure, the porosity and length-scale of
which are set by P and d, respectively. In all the experiments reported here, P was
chosen large enough (larger than 1 MPa) to have negligible rock porosity (less than
1%), regardless of d. This ensures a nominally brittle fracture with a single inter-
granular crack propagating in between the sintered grains (Supplementary Fig. 10).
The heterogeneity length-scale is directly set by d. The heterogeneity contrast is
mainly set by the small out-of-plane distortions due to the disordered nature of the
grain joint network, which induces mixed mode fracture at the very local scale. The
contrast hence remains small (weak heterogeneity limit), not sufficient to promote
microcracking and quasi-brittle fracture27,43. For all experiments, except those
underpinning Supplementary Fig. 8, the nominal diameter of beads prior sintering
is d= 583 μm and the standard deviation around is 28 μm. This diameter is large
enough to ensure global crackling dynamics at finite driving rate44. In Supple-
mentary Fig. 8, the first series of experiments was carried out with beads of nominal
diameter d= 233 μm and standard deviation 6.2 μm, and the second series of
experiments with beads of nominal diameter d= 24 μm and standard deviation 4
μm. Table 1 provides a synthesis of the samples and parameters to be associated
with the different experiments analyzed here.

Experimental arrangement for the fracture tests. Stable tensile cracks were
driven by the wedge splitting fracture set-up described in27. Parallelepiped samples
of size 140 × 125 × 15 mm3 in the propagation, loading, and thickness directions
were machined from the obtained artificial rocks. An additional 30 × 40 mm2

rectangular notch was cut out on one of the two lateral edges and a 10 mm-long
seed crack was introduced in its middle. This crack is loaded in tension by pushing
a triangular steel wedge (semi-angle 15°) in the notch at a constant velocity, Vwedge.
Two steel blocks with rollers coming in between the wedge and notch ensure the
damage processes at the crack tip to be the sole dissipation source for mechanical
energy in the system. During each experiment, the force f(t) applied by the wedge
was monitored in real-time by means of a S-type Vishay cell force, and the
instantaneous specimen stiffness k(t)= f(t)/Vwedge × t was deduced. From this
signal and the knowledge of the variation of k with crack length c in such a
geometry (obtained by finite element simulations), the instantaneous crack length
(spatially averaged over specimen thickness) was obtained and the instantaneous
spatially averaged crack speed was deduced (see27 for details). Its mean value, �v
over the considered range for acoustic analysis was tuned by modulating the wedge
speed.

Monitoring of acoustic events. The acoustic emission was collected at 8 different
locations via 8 piezoacoustic transducers. The signals were preamplified, band
filtered, and recorded by a PCI-2 acquisition system (Europhysical Acoustics) at 40
MSampless−1. An acoustic event (AE) is defined to start at the time ti when the
preamplified signal V(t) goes above a prescribed threshold (40 dB), and to stop
when V(t) decreases below this threshold. The minimal time interval between two
successive events is 402 μs. This interval breaks down into two parts: The hit
definition time (HDT) of 400 μs and the the hit lockout time (HLT) of 2μs. The
former sets the minimal interval during which the signal should not exceed the
threshold after the event initiation to end it and the latter is the interval during
which the system remains deaf after the HDT to avoid multiple detections of the
same event due to reflexions. Each so-detected AE is characterized by two quan-
tities: Its occurrence time identified with ti and its energy defined as the square of
the maximum value V2(t) between ti and tf; we have verified that the results
reported here do not change if we choose instead to define the energy as the
integral of V2(t) over the duration of the event (Supplementary Fig. 11). From the
knowledge of the wave speed, cW, in the material (measured using the pencil lead
break procedure: cW= 2048 ms−1) and the arrival time at each of the 8 transdu-
cers, it is also possible to localize spatially the sources of emitted AE (Supple-
mentary Movie 1). The spatial accuracy is set by the main frequency f of the AE
waveform. This frequency was measured to vary from f= 40 kHz to f= 130 kHz
depending on the analyzed pulse, yielding an overall spatial accuracy
δx � f =cW � 5mm.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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